CHAPTER XI
ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION (Continued)
WINDS DUE TO WIDESPREAD HEATING AND COOLING (Continued) EXTEATROPICAL  CYCLONES
General Remarks.—The strong winds and heavy precipitations of middle latitudes are associated with the occurrence of low barometric pressure, while gentle winds and clear skies as commonly are associated with the occurrence of high barometric pressure. Hence the cyclone, or that system of winds that accompanies and surrounds any considerable region of minimum pressure, and the anticyclone, or that system of winds that belongs to and encircles a region of maximum pressure, deserve and have received a vast amount of observation and study. Nevertheless, in many respects—in their origin, in their temperature distributions, and in the laws of their movements—cyclones and anticyclones still remain in great measure the meteorological mysteries they have always been. However, since the midlatitude interzonal circulation occurs largely through cyclones and anticyclones, it evidently must do so owing to certain causes, and these appear to be mainly the rotation of the earth and the frictional connection, including turbulence, between it and the atmosphere.1
Although the cyclones and anticyclones of extratropical regions are as closely associated and as fully the complements of each other as are hills and hollows, it nevertheless will be convenient to consider them independently. It will also be convenient first to summarize the facts of observations, and then to string these facts together on the thread of a provisional theory.
Size.—The area covered by an extratropical cyclone, the largest of all distinctive storms, nearly always amounts to millions of square kilometers. In North America the average diameter of these storms is estimated to be, roughly, 2500 kilometers (1553 miles), which probably is not greatly different from their average diameter on other continents. Over the North Atlantic their diameters are still larger, while the greatest of all in size is the semipermanent or winter Aleutian "low," which appears usually to be much larger than the traveling cyclones of the Atlantic or even the great semipermanent Icelandic "low."
!ExNER, Sitzb. Wien, Ha; Bd. 137, p. 189, 1928; JEFFREYS, Quart. J. Roy. Met. Soc., 52; 85, 1926; 53; 401, 1927.
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